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Security responds to accident Here it is...

Stolen car totaled near Kilworth Chapel
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor

At 3:23 AM Wednesday night, Dave
Catlett, a shift supervisor for Security
Services was patrolling near
Anderson/Langdon hail when he heard a
loud screeching of tires followed by a
violent crash. He immediately reported
his observation and was met by another
of Security's personnel to investigate the
incident.
As the team moved towards N. 18th
street, they observed a 1989 Mazda
automobile blocking the roadway with a
disabled body lying about four feet away
from the driver's side door. The twenty
year old man lying on the ground
complained of back and hip pain and was
bleeding profusely from the nose.
Security immediately called for medical
aid. Their message was that it was a
"four bell" emergency, which stipulates
that it was very serious. The Tacoma
Police Department was also notified
because the accident was blocking the
roadway.

There was a passenger in the car, but
he was not visibly shaken or injured.
When the ambulance and the police
department arrived, the suspects became
very anxious. According to Todd
Badham, director of Security Services,
"The suspects got antsy and seemed
nervous. They tried to leave but we
essentially detained them."
Apparently, the suspects were showing
off for two females in another car. "They
were flirting," contested Badham. "They
raced around the corner and I'd assume
they lost control. They probably swerved
and skidded into the parked car."
The small Toyota pickup that was hit,
was parked in front of the residence at
3411 N. 18th but is actually owned by a
neighbor. The pickup was struck from
the left rear and has the bumber bashed in
and a flattened tire. This car, however,
recieved much less damage than the
The suspect's car was headed towards

see ACCIDENT page 3
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.the Senior Class Gift
By Jenny Apple
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Perpetuating the senior tradition of
giving something back to the University
every year, the class of 1991 will donate
to the school several benches to be placed
throughout the campus.
Seniors decided on their class's gift to
the University by completing ballots
sent out by the Senior Gift Committee.
The seniors could make a suggestion of
their own or select from the following
possibilities: benches on campus, sound
equipment and a projector for Campus
Films, a stained glass window for
Kilworth Chapel, a stairmaster for the
Ficldhouse, or lighting in Karlen Quad.
Gifts donated to the school in past
years include artwork in the SUB, the
completion of the Centennial Garden, and
the paving of a walkway between the
library and the street.
Said committee member Lisa Matyc,
"They all had a chance to have a say in
it."
The money for the senior gift will be
earned through donations from the senior
class. Phonathon callers will be
contacting families of seniors to ask for

contributions. Faculty and staff members
may also donate money in the name of a
senior.
Chairperson Barb Johnson said that the
committee would like to raise $5,000.
She commented that the senior gift is
"their way of leaving their mark on this
school."
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Once the money is raised, it will go
into a fund set aside for the benches. The
plant department will then be in charge
of where the benches, probably three or
four, will be installed.

New senators address core issues
By Jenny Apple
AS UPS Reporter
Student responses to the proposed core
curriculum changes are being discussed in

ASUPS senate and will ultimately be
compiled in a resolution describing the
campus' general position.
Senators Seth Ely, Doug Flynn,
Amanda Fox, Eric Gislason, and Matt
Kupka began collecting input from

students and faculty two weeks ago and
presented their findings at April 4's
formal senate meeting. In the ensuing
discussion senators raised questions about
the implementation of the proposed
changes and shared ideas about other
ways the goals of the core curriculum
could be achieved.
Faculty representative Bill Brown
commented at last Thursdays meeting

that many of the issues that the senators
brought up were raised at the faculty
meetings as well.
Much of the discussion was devoted to
the three science cores including a new
science in context course proposed by
the Ad Hoc Curriculum Review
Committee. Senator Doug Flynn

see CORE page 4

Phi Sigma seeks bone mãrow donors
By Kathleen Quinlan
Staff Writer
Phi Sigma, the biological honor
society, is sponsoring a bone marrow
donor drive at Puget Sound the week of
April 16-19.
An estimated 16,000 children and
adults are stricken with leukemia,
aplastic anemia, or other blood-related
diseases each year. For many of these
people, a bone marrow transplant offers
their only chance for survival. However,
of the thousands that need the
transplants, nearly 70 percent cannot find
a suitable match within their family.
These people are left hoping to find a
suitable unrelated donor.
The National Marrow Donor Program
(NMDP) was established in 1987 in an
effort to help meet the needs of those
searching for marrow donors. NMDP
maintains a computerized data bank of
available tissue-typed marrow donors
nationwide.
"Phi Sigma's goal is to add 100 UPS
students to the National Marrow
Registry, as well as to raise the $6000
necessary to cover the cost of tissue
typing those 100 individuals," Tod
Maddux, the project's chairman, stated.
For the past week Phi Sigma has been
selling donuts and coffee that Winchell's
and Starbuck's donated in the mornings
in Thompson Hall. All of the money
raised from donations will go to the
NMDP.
Beginning April 16, there will be a
booth in the SUB where people can come
for information, give donations, or sign
up to add their name to the National
Marrow Registry.
For those who do choose to be
possible marrow donors, blood testing

will occur on April 22. The only
requirements jto be a marrow donor are
that you are b4tween 18 and 55 and are in
good physicaf'health. The blood test is
used to determine the person's tissue
type, and once that information is known
it is entered into the NMDP data bank.
When and if a data bank search identifies
a match, the individual is contacted for
additional tests and to make a final
decision about becoming a marrow
donor.
Donating marrow involves a hospital
procedure which is performed under
general or spinal anesthesia. The process
lasts 45 minutes. Typically a donor will
stay overnight in the hospital. Donors
may feel some discomfort for a day or
two but other than that the risks are very
low. For the recipients, a transplant of
healthy marrow increases the odds of
survival from less than 20 percent to 45
and 80 percent.
According to Katie Reese, a Phi Sigma
member, "One of our major goals is to
also increase public awareness of such
procedures. We want to educate others on
these medical issues," she stated.
On April 18 at noon in the Rotunda
there will be a completely informational
seminar for anyone interested. It will last
one hour and a bone marrow donor and
recipient will speak. Mark Larsen, Phi
Sigma president, will also speak there
and a slide show will be shown
describing the process of donating
marrow.
The project has had a lot of support
from faculty and students before even
starting. Maddux is optimistic in stating,
"The UPS population is pretty altruistic;
I think we'll meet our goals. It has been
going really well."

Crimes on Campus
Wednesday, April 3
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B etas teeter - totter
for Union Faith

By Kathleen Quinlan

Staff Writer
Last weekend through rain and shine
the active members and pledges of Beta
Theta Pi fraternity teeter-tottered to raise
money for the Union Faith Home.
The Union Faith Home is four blocks
from the University and provides longterm residential care for teenage girls who
have been abused or somehow have
problems and need a safe environment to
live in.
Greg Wells, Beta Philanthropy
Chairman, stated, "I wanted to give the
money to a local charity and they are so
close."
The Betas have been involved with the
Union Faith Home all semester doing
work for them. "Their yard and tennis
court had really fallen into neglect, so
thirty of us spent a Saturday cleaning it
all up," stated Wells. The fraternity plans
to go to the home on a continual basis to

5Campus Notes U i
pril 8 - 12

8:30 pm Security staff confronted several students who
were violating University alcohol policy while
attending Foolish Pleasures.

Saturday, April 6

10:3 3 pm Security staff confronted several Union Ave.
residents who were violating the University
alcohol policy and causing a public
disturbance.

Sunday, April 7

12:22 am The fire alarm in the Student Union Building
was maliciously activated during a Law School
event.

Sunday, April 7

4:50 am

A security staff member discovered a vehicle
on Union Avenue with a broken window. After
contacting the owner, it was discovered that
two pairs of sunglasses were stolen from the
vehicle.

Deadline to sign up for the I.M. Bowling Tournament
at the Chalet Lanes on April 21. The first 12 teams of 4
will be competing starting at 3:30. Call 0142.

Akpril 12 - 14

Catholic Campus Ministry is sponsoring a Getaway
Retreat to the Longbranch Peninsula for just $17. Call
J.L at x3374 to sign up.

April 13 & 14

ASIJPS Tours and Travels trip to Vancouver, B.C. the
trip costs $20 and you must sign up at the Info Center
by April 5. For more information call Greg at x3367 or
752-2936.

Thursday, April 18

Open Mike Night in the Cellar to raise money for Kids
Can Do! Starting at 9:00 $1 is requested as a
donation upon admission. Anyone interested in
performing can sign up in the Cellar.

Monday, April 22

The Health Promotion Committee is sponsoring a CPR
training class in the SUB Boardroom from 6:00 - 10:00
for $12. For information call Denise Simon at 7563369 before 5:00 on April 17. (Taking this class and
the First Aid class on April 29, costs only $15.)

Wednesday, April 24

A workshop entitled "Careers in the Environmental
Field: An Overview" will be offered by the CEIP Fund.
The workshop will be held at the Mountaineers
Building, 300 Third Ave. West, Seattle from 6:30 8:45. Registration Cost $15 for students, forms and
information are available in the Academic and Career
Advising Office.

Thursday, April 25

Informational meeting about Occupational Therapy in
SUB 201 at 7:00.

Monday, April 29

The Health Promotion Committee is sponsoring a First
Aid training class in the SUB Boardroom from 6:00 10:00 for $12. For information call Denise Simon at
756-3369 before 5:00 on April 17. (Taking both this
class and the CPR class on April 22, costs only $15.)

Wednesday, May 8

A workshop entitled "Environmental Careers: Current
Growth Trends" will be offered by the CEIP Fund.
The workshop will be held at the Mountaineers
Building, 300 Third Ave. West, Seattle from 6:30 8:45. Registration Cost $15 for students, forms and
information are available in the Academic and Career
Advising Office.

A security staff member discovered a vehicle
with a broken window near Thompson Hall.
The owner reported nothing taken from the
vehicle.

Sunday, April 7

7:45 am

Sunday, April 7

10:35 am Security discovered that a door to South Hall
had been forced open and that two vending
machines were severely damaged.

Anyone with information about a crime occurring on campus is encouraged to contact
either Todd Badham or David Harlan in Security Services at extension 3311.

Gulf Awareness Week.

;unday, April 12

12:50 pm A student reported that his locked vehicle was
stolen while parked on North Lawrence.
The incident was referred to the Tacoma Police
Department.

Friday, April 5

help out with maintenance and repairs.
President Phil Phibbs and the director
of the Union Faith Home kicked off the
teeter-tottering on April 5. Beta members
continued the teeter-tottering non-stop for
two days, going for one and a half hour
shifts each.
Every semester the fraternity has a big
project; for example, in the fall they
usually have a jog-a-thon. This was the
eighth annual teeter-totter marathon for
the fraternity. Wells said, "It was a great
success and it looks as though we did
better this year than in the past. From
donations and pledges, we should make
somewhere around $1300."
"Our house really prides itself in our
community service work. We are
consistently recognized by our nationals
as an outstanding chapter for community
service work and have won our National
Community Service award three times,"
stated Wells.
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News

Campus cards bring discounts
By Jenny Apple
AS UPS Reporter

1 10

Puget Sound students, staff, and
faculty will soon be able to receive
discounts at businesses such as Pizza
Hut, Kinkos, Security Pacific Bank, and
Precision Tune by showing a special
membership card.
The card, indicating membership in the
Campus Club, is free and is provided by
ASUPS and Collegiate Services. The
••••s•

campus community should receive their
cards sometime next week.
Members also receive additional
discounts with coupons given by
Campus Club four times a year.
The cards are valid through December
31, 1991. They are good throughout
most of Washington and, because
Campus Club is a national program,
may be valid in students hometowns.
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ACCIDENT from page

1

Union Avenue when it lost control'. The
car turned 180 degrees and bashed into the
pickup with the driver's side door. This
side of the car was totaled, while the
other side was left untouched.
Although there were not any eye
witnesses to the accident, people in
Harrington and Anderson/Langdon Halls
heard the noise clearly. Jason Silva and
roommate Mark Bryan were up late that
night.
"We were pulling an all-nighter," said
Silva, "when we heard a long skidding
followed by a loud crash." From the
location of the room, which is on the

said that the blood pressure of the driver
was very low, which could lead one to
believe that he may have been on drugs."
Also, Badham had no evidence that
alcohol was not involved and remarked
that there was a good chance it could
have been. "I can't say that alcohol
wasn't involved," stated Badham, "but, I
can't say for sure that there wasn't a DWI
issued. This is one of those things where
we observe it ... [but] there is nothing I
need to know. It wasn't on our property.
We just facilitated the correct reponse.
Essentially, all I need to know is that
this happened and it was responded to by
one of my staff."
The Police checked the registration of
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"I am surprised that the driver wasn't
more messed up than he was.
Judging from the car, he should have
been really mangled."
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NOW TO IMPROVE
YOUR SCONES ON
SPORTS INJURY EXAMS,

opposite side of the AndersonfLangdon
Hall from the scene of the crash, it is
almost amazing that the collision could
be heard. Regardless of the silence and
quiet of the night, and the distance of the
accident from the Hall--the crash was
around the corner and up the street--both
Silva and Bryan heard it over their
moderately loud stereo. Just from this
one can understand that the impact of the
car must have been very fierce.
Chris Lloyd, another A/L resident was
also awake, so he joined Silva and Bryan
as they went to investigate the scene of
the accident.
Of the condition of the car, Bryan
remarked, "I am surprised that the driver
wasn't more messed up than he was.
Judging from the car, he should have
been really mangled. The driver's side
door was a third of the way into the car
and on one side you couldn't see anything
wrong, but the other side was totaled."
When Silva, Bryan, and Lloyd arrived,
the police and paramedics were already
there and some of the conversations were
overheard. Said Silva, "The paramedics

the car. "They traced the plates on the
car," explained Badham, "and came up
with a Gig Harbor address. When they
called the address and asked the man who
answered why his car was in Tacoma,
they found that the car had been stolen."
The police discovered that the car was
stolen around lAM that night from the
Gig Harbor address while the man was
asleep. The owner had no idea the car was
missing.
The paramedics took the injured driver
to the hospital and the police officers
booked the uninjured passenger.
The incident did not involve the
university in any way, but it was handled
very efficiently by Puget Sound's
Security Services. "This specific incident
is a prime example of how this
organization supports the Tacoma Police
Department," stated Badham.
Badham also added that, "It is
unfortunate for bad things to happen, but
this is an energy booster. People who
work for me put in a lot of hard hours
and a job well done gives our people a
better feeling."

if you ever run into a sports injury,
come to Pacific Sports Medicine for
your exam.
We're the largest, most comprehensive sports medicine facility in the
South Sound area, and our doctors and
staff of professionals all specialize in sports—from diagnosis
to surgery to rehabilitation therapy.
In fact, our docs are jocks themselves.
Call us at 572-TEAM and we'll schedule your exam
around your class schedule. No Blue Book required.

PACIFIC SPORTS M

3315 South 23rd Sweet, lliwn,a. Wr% 98405 Call 572-TEAM

Gary Herbig's unique sax sound has made him the 'in-demand" saxophonist to
music's superstars. Besides being a renowned soloist, Herbig has toured and
recorded with the best!

The Puget Sound Trail
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Senate core debate
from page 1
reported that the response he received
from students indicated that they thought
the science in context class would be a
"very relevant course' but they objected
to having to take three science classes
instead of two.
Flynn commented that the responses of
science majors and non-science majors to
the three science core requirements have
been "fairly similar." "A lot of science
majors really object to the third science
core because they're science majorsthere's no need for them to take three
types of core classes when they're going
to be living in science anyway," he
explained.
Several senators questioned how the
science in context core could meet some
of the objectives outlined in the ad hoc
curriculum committee's review, which
states, "These courses would have the
commoli objectives of increasing the
student's curiosity about the sciences,
portraying the interrelationships among
scientific disciplines, and giving context
to knowledge of the sciences by relating
such knowledge to other forms of
understanding and to deliberations leading
to practical choice." The committee
suggests that the two lab science be
taken before this core class.
Senator Seth Ely has understood from
his investigations that "most people
think it would probably be a a good class
to take." However, he believes, "The
intent of the science in context core is
not being met by the class." Ely thinks
that the course, which would be taken by
the end of the junior year, would provide
the rationale for the two previous lab
sciences after students have been forced to
take them.
Flynn offered an alternative to the
curriculum committee's proposal. "The
purpose of [the science in context core] is
to interest students in science. Perhaps
you should take it before you take the lab
courses," he said.
Senator Mike McManamna suggested
that instead of three science cores, two
science classes be required, one lab
science and either a lab science or a
science in context class.
Representative Brown made it clear
that after the individual components of
the core curriculum proposal were
discussed and voted upon in faculty
meetings, the entire package would be
examined again and voted on as a whole.
At this time, parts of the proposal could
be amended or deleted. He thinks that if
ASUPS were to make some kind of

statement about the core curriculum, the
faculty might be easily convinced to
make the science in context class the
second science core or let students either
take two lab sciences or a lab science and
the science in context course to fulfill
the science requirement.
Implementation of the new science
core is the cause of much concern.
ASUPS President Herman Westreich
believes that to accommodate the science
in context core, "You're going to have a
lot of extra classes, a lot of extra
professors." He says that the professors
who will have to teach the additional core

"The greatest
chance for change
that students have
is before the faculty
votes on [the core
requirements] in a
block."
sections will not be able to teach other
classes students might want to take. This
consequence is one of the ways in which
the core proposals will directly impact
students attending the university now.
However, he believes that the idea of
the Science in Context core was
"particularly good." He also feels that it
could attract potential students who are
interested in science.
Another source of controversy among
students and faculty is the proposed
American Cultures core requirement. The
core curriculum committee recommends
that this course along with an
International Studies class and a Society
course be added to the core. Flynn
explained, "There's a strong objection to
the idea of three society cores much the
same way as having three science cores."
Some faculty and students have
objected to the course itself as well.
Flynn commented that the question that
remains to be answered is "Are you
educated if you don't have a deep
knowledge about American cultures?"
Flynn reported that there was some
concern that the American Cultures core
would be unfair to foreign students who
are learning about American cultures just
by living in the United States.
Westreich disagrees with this
argument, however, and believes that one

April 11, 1991

can never know enough about American
cultures.
"The consensus seems to be that if
there's an American Cultures [core] it
should be American cultures in the
context of a world culture, which is what
they're leaning towards now," observed
Flynn.
Students also expressed concern about
the core curriculum committee's
recommendation that double majors and
multiple minors not be allowed. Though
this proposal was voted down by the full
faculty, if all the proposed core classes
were added and none were dropped,
students would have 13 core requirements
to fulfill. Flynn says this situation
would make double majors "virtually
impossible" in four years and allow for
no electives.
Senator Amanda Fox pointed out that
according to the curriculum committee's
recommendations, students could still
earn a double major or multiple minors
but they would not be recognized
officially by the University.
The preliminary report compiled by the
senators also included suggestions for
alternatives to the proposed core
curriculum. One solution offered was that
"all classes in a department should be
able to fulfill the various cores of the
department. For example: historical
perspective should be learned in any
history course, and written
communication should be learned in any
English class that is centered around
writing."
Flynn described another approach to
the core suggested by faculty and
students, "The idea of showing students
what each field has to offer, which is
what a science in context core does,

would be a wonderful idea and maybe
should be applied to other things like art
in context or history in context. " With
this plan, core classes could be put into a
department of their own.
Once the senate passes a resolution
that will include the responses collected
from the campus community, it will be
taken to the faculty senate where
Westreich, as a member, will probably
make a report regarding its contents.
The core proposal will ultimately be
put before the trustees on May 23 and
24.
Westreich said, "The greatest chance
for change that students have is before
the faculty votes on it in a block."
Only two students attended the Apri
meeting to discuss the core proposa
Former ASUPS President Bill Pov
emphasized the significance of the core
curriculum issue and its far-reaching
consequences, commenting, "It's very
important to go beyond haggling about
what the core curriculum proposals
suggest and listen to what really has
come out of the debate."
At the Tuesday, April 9 informal
senate meeting, Representative Brown
reminded senators that while students
may graduate under any catalog put out
while they attend the University, the new
core curriculum "will change offerings,
and they may not be able to take the
course they want to take and they may
not be able to take the teacher they want
to take."
Westreich believes the core curriculum
has the potential to make the University
more attractive. He commented, "If they
can prove that this new core is vital to
education ... I think it could draw a lot of
students here."

ADERS WANTED
Looking for a job that is meaningful,
protecting the environment, saving lives, or
stopping drugs? The Coast Guard is looking
for women and men, ages 21-26, to serve as
officers on our team.

Call your local recruiting office at:

383-7939

$85
Learn to scuba dive and
low prices on gear/rental
SINLEY H. KAPlAN

Z Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
Class Starts April 16
for the June 15 Exam
1107 N.E. 45th #440, Seattle
1-632-0634
Swdy Center in Tacoma

588-8368
PRO DIVERS SUPPLY
9109 Veerens Dr. SW, Tacoma
Open Mon-fri 12-8
Sa 8-8

The Coast Guard is committed to equal
opportunities and encourages minorities and
women to apply. The Coast Guard is, in fact,
the only armed service with unrestricted
opportunities for women.
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Crosscurrents is coming

"Innocents" by Jessica Young
When an estranged relationship, such as the one Manning presents, reaches a
culmination of alienation there is a loss of identity. It seems to be a limited
phenomenon, bounded by age, as Jessica Young takes us fishing with an eleven-yearold boy (who's going on twelve).

In keeping with our policy in A & E this semester to highlight student work, we are
previewing this semester's Crosscurrents, which will be out soon. Crosscurrents, the
literary magazine, contains short fiction, poetry and art by members of the university
community.

The boy looked at his watch and began scratching a spot ofpeeling paintfrom the
railing with hisfingernail. The breeze sifted across the boat with the slight touch of a
lover under the sheets. The boy, breathing deeply in and yawning, ran his fingers
through the salty tangles of hair.

Fiction: The following include excerpts from and short summaries of the fiction

pieces in Crosscurrents.

a

"One House Burning" by Greg Heartman
Families are rarely perfect in the world of fiction. Who would want to read about
them otherwise? Greg Heartman tells the story of a less than perfect family. The
narrator, Pat, witnesses the burning of their house, the mother and sister burned and
killed, the brother aheady having been killed in Vietnam:
My eyes only glanced away for a moment to watch them drag her from the house all
blackened and lifeless like a burnt log..J just stood there so easily watching this place
leave me for good - that's why I only glanced when they carried my mother from the
house.
My fat her was gone - away on business. It seemed he left more often these days.

Li

Heartman's story is a bitter one of a family torn apart long before the fire. The fire is
cleansing in a sense because it allows the young Pat to admit the guilt of being left
alive. It is Pat's story. But, above all, it is the story of pain and broken trusts and the
broken bodies that could not carry those trusts, never having been whole themselves.
"Seeping Through" by Shannon N. Manning
While Heartman shows the pain of a family that the children carry on, Shannon
Manning takes us back to where the pain begins. She tells the story of a wife. This
wife loves her husband, but he is only that - her husband. We never even learn his
name. More importantly, we never learn the name of the first person narrator, who
draws her identity out of her nameless husband, and therefore must simply be his wife.
One day she follows him into the rain:
There he is, my husband. A block ahead of me. If! ran a little way and yelled
loudly, he would hear me, and stop to let me catch up. He's got the collar of his jacket
- the denim one with the fake sheepskin lining - turned up, but he's not wearing his
hat.

But she can't yell out to him. She can't talk to him because she knows him only by
his Outer appearance - the jacket he wears. Even the lining of that jacket, the innermost
part, is fake.

The boy quickly befriends a deckhand, who has a heavy voice and "a face covered with
more stringy blond hair and beard than skin." We instantly fear for this boy, so willing
to trust a stranger that we have immediately stereotyped as threatening, hiding
something beneath a matt of hair. The sense of danger builds throughout the story, a
tension unnatural in the calm fishing scene. But what the reader learns is that we read
ambiguity: the deckhand is threatening, loving, and odd all at once. The boy reads
simply: he does not trust because he doesn't know, but because he has something inside
that tells them its all right to trust. Like a fish that trusts the worm pinned to a hidden
hook.
"Spring and the Pack" by Forrest Pierce
Forrest Pierce also searches for innocence in his story, a story of a man fishing. But
Pierce turns away from the man to find the innocence of nature:
Dark and glowing sombral throughout the riffles, channels of waving sand and
gravel along the bottom, graceful gray elliptical river-trout swam slowly through it.
They waved, swimming, waving.

And the man takes these fish from nature for himself, cleaning them mechanically
with a knife slick with guts and blood. He had taken a bit of bright glass from the
river, bright with the life of the moving water, moving fish. At home the glass is a
dead blue. Taken from the innocent river it has been gutted but is not clean.
Pierce's story does not give us an answer. The man who searched for it never found
one. But the power of Pierce's story, as in the other three, is in the search.
Poetry: The following include excerpts from a few of the poems appearing in this
semester's Crosscurrents. Summaries of the poems are not included as these excerpts
stand as their own explanation.
From "Evolution" by Jen Christensen
I'm not stupid,
I can look around,
and I've never seen a black tulip
in mamma's garden
but tarnish moves shadows
across family silver
and Mamma works hard
to push them back with a pressed down rag

From "Homunculus" by Christopher Putnam
Under the circus tent, I slip through the
Bars into the cage where the elephants
Sleep. They don't mind me, I come
Here often to bring them popcorn and to scratch
Their wrinkled stomachs

FL
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'We're always open and cookin' just for you!"
U.P.S. Students,

"Kentucky Weed" by DeLacy Ganley
The hog chewed his hoof
Janet's viola played
And the okra grew wild in the grass.

Shari's Restaurants have been built on the belief
that family dining should combine affordability and
value with high quality ingredients, homemade
specialities and personable service.
At Shari's, our entire menu is available 24 hours
• day offering you a wide selection of quality food in
• distinctively comfortable atmosphere at affordable
prices.
UT0
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2323 S. Union Avenue
Tacoma, Washington 98405
(next to Target)
(206) 272-4837
Crosscurrents also includes art by students such as this photo by Scott Paddock.
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Friday, April 19. Pacific Lutheran
University's Ingram Hall presents the
award-winning German film, "The Tin
Drum." English subtitles provided. 7:30
p.m.

Calendar

otherwise noted. events take place
on campus. Call the Information Center
at 756-3329 for additional i,formation.

SPEAKERS
Saturday, April 13. The Book Feire
Proctor Branch. Dr. Gordon D. Alcom
will sign his latest book, Birds and
Their young. 11 a.m - 12:30 p.m
Tuesday, April 16. Charles Wright
Academy. Poets, Susan Small, & Judy
Fitzpatrick will hold readings followed
by dessert & coffee with the authors.
7:30 p.m. For info call 564-2171.
Wednesday, April 17. Metropolitan
Parks District presents 'The Spirit of
John Muir," performed by Lee Stetson.
7:30 p.m. Tickets are $10.
Thursday, April 18. Ingram Arts
Center at Pacific Lutheran University.
Bronwy G. Pughe will read from her
poetry & fiction. 7:30 p.m.

i- ' A T'1)

By Professor William Haltom
Guest Contributor
I recommend you take a look at Class
Action, but only when a) it makes it to
the Bijou, b) your roommate insists on
watching a tape of all the salutes to
returning victors valiant, and c) you win
the lottery. If all three conditions are
met, I predict you will leave the theater
in a pleasant mood.
Even Shakespeare used familiar plots,
but usually only one per play. Class
Action purées plots from several other
movies. The result is less déjà vu than
infinite regress. Daddy-lawyer (Gene
Hackman) and daughter-lawyer (Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio) cannot abide one
another but must come to terms with
their relationship. Déjà vu Field of
Dreams. He's a holdover hippie and
she's a happening yuppie. Ever seen
Family Ties? These battling intimates
take their personal battles into court so
that they can make asses of one another
in public. Viva Adam's Rib. Righteous
underdogs (Hackman and his cohorts)
battle the chicanery and perfidy of
corporate Goliaths bent on mass
destruction and large legal fees. Shades of
The Verdict. Daughter must choose
between loyalty to truth, justice, and
fallible father and sleeping her way to a
partnership in the firm. Flamingo Kid
changes sex and becomes a lawyer? The
Goddaughter? Of course, I should be

Friday, April 19 & 20. Pacific
Lutheran University presents "Dance
Delirium." 8 p.m. Tickets are $3 at the
door, $2.50 for students.

MTT
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Friday, April 12 - 13. Inside
Theatre. Alan Horton directs Gardner
Mackay's, Sea Marks. 8 p.m. Tickets
are $3 general admission, $2
students/seniors.
April 12, 13, & 14. McIntyre 003.
Campus Films presents Henry and June.
Friday & Saturday at 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Sunday at 6 & 8:30 p.m. tickets are $1
with UPS I.D. $2 without.
Sunday, April 14. BalleTacoma
Studio. The final performance in the
"Dance and Dessert Series" will focus on
dance history, including a lecture
comparing English, Russian, & Italian
training techniques. 6 p.m. Tickets are
$5.
April 16 - 20. Seattle Center Opera
House will feature STARS AND
STRIPES. George Balanchine's tribute to
his adopted country and its dancers. 2 &
8p.m. Tickets range from $11 - $47.
taii

BM blasts Class
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of its precedents.
The film's makers undoubtedly hoped
to cash in on "the case of the exploding
Fords." The plot concerns a large
automobile manufacturer that produces a
car that explodes on contact. The
company's accountants figure out that
suits for wrongful death will cost the
company far less than refitting the
automobiles. However, this scandal is
probably lost on many movie-goers to
whom Pinto is Tom Hulce's part before
he starred in Amadeus. In addition, such
corporate calculations pale amid a contest
between Saddam Hussein and George
Bush to see who can kill more civilians
for reasons of state.
I loved Gene Hackman's carefully
shaded performance. His aging
McGovemite reminds me of a dozen
people I knew in the good old days:
runners whom time outran and the ideals
died before the man (apologies to A.E.
Housman). He is at once a philanderer
and philanthropist, proud father and
prideful patronizer. The performance is
well worth the viewing, but not at $6.0()
a pop and even more for a soda. The rest
of the cast do their best with characters as
delicately shaded as John Rambo and
Rocky Balboa. What is Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio to do as the naïve idealist
who appears at movie's start to have no
idea how "big-time" lawyers win cases?
She wants to be a partner but has never
figured out that corporate attorneys are

ENHANCE YOUR TEST TAKING SKILLS,
LEARN HOW TO KEEP CALM AND HAVE A
CLEAR MIND THROUGH DEEP RELAXATION
AND SELF HYPNOSIS TECHNIQUES.
Seminar presented by Aileen MacCormac,
licensed hypnothe rapist/counselor.
Sign-up at the Information Center
Seminars on Monday April 15, 22, and 29
$30 for all three sessions

April 11, 1991

April 19 & 20. Kilworth Chapel.
Theatre in the Round senior directing
project, "Suddenly Shakespeare," will be
featured in this production directed by
Dori Banal. 8 p.m. Tickets are $3
general, $2 for students/seniors.
Sunday, April 21. University Place
Presbyterian Church. University of Puget
Sound/Tacoma Civic Chorus Requiem
by W.A Mozart. 4 p.m. Tickets are $7
general admission, $4 for
students/seniors.

MUSIC
Friday, April 12. Kilworth Chapel.
The Adelphian Concert Choir will
perform. 8 p.m. Free.
13. Jacobsen
Saturday, April
Recital Hall. Stephanie Leon, piano, and
tr
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Mastrantonio's character does raise a
serious question: What if a shark thought
she was a dolphin?
I realize that one twisted UPS

Suzanne Leon, violin, will perform. 9
p.m. Tickets are $6 general and $3 for
students/seniors.

'I

Saturday, April 13. Washington
Center in Olympia. Masterworks Choral
Ensemble will perform in tribute to
MozarL 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 general,
$5 for students/seniors.
Saturday, April 13. Fieldhouse. The
Yellow Jackets will perform a concert of
Jazz Music. 8 p.m. Tickets are $11
general, $5 with UPS I.D.
Friday, April 19. Kilworth Chapel.
Edward Seferian conducts the University
String Orchestra. 8 p.m.

S

ART
April 3 - 28. Kittridge Gallery.
Suzanne Lamon's paintings, and Irv
McArturs carvings will be on display.
April 12 - May 26. Tacoma Art
Museum. Nine Northwest artist teams
will display their colloborative art forms.
Museum hours are Tuesday - Saturday 10
a.m. - 5 p.m. Sunday noon - 5 p.m.
General admission $2, Students/seniors
$1. Free for museum members and for
the general public on Tuesdays.
all enrte C,f mn1i
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certain that even he would not have you
endure this film. Still, it does teach a
compelling lesson: lawyers should not
breed.

':1
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Members of the band R.E.M. display the strength of
their sound with Out of Time: an album which
K.

a

No *We Re *Me
By Erik A. Anderson

I.

a

Extra-Special Guest Contributor
Maybe you've heard all the hype about
REM's new album, Out of Time. This
album, so it goes, is really different, a
risky venture, a departure for a band that
had seemingly become easy to peg.
The irony about this hype, current in
music magazines, is that in the band's
self-conscious effort to make Out of
Time sound different than Green, their
commercially successful last album, they
have achieved more of a return to the past
than a radical innovation.
But perhaps this is risky, returning
from the sound that made them popular
("Stand"), to their cult-band status roots,
a sound reminiscent of early (and largely
forgotten) albums like Reckoning and
Fables of the Reconstruction. Judged in

'-

I

4

their cult- band -status roots.

comparison to most other bands who
achieve commercial success, such a
return is an innovation indeed.
To be fair, there are a lot of elements
on Out of Time that have no precedent
on any of REM's previous albums.
Vocalist Michael Stipe, guitarist Peter
Buck, bassist Mike Mills, and drummer
Bill Berry employ a number of different
instruments and guest musicians like
Kate Pierson of the B52's, Peter
Holsapple of the dB's, and a rapper named
"KRS-l" to vary the sound. The album
features more than the usual amount of
horn and string embellishments, and even
includes an instrumental track called
"Endgame."
The songs are more varied, but these
variations are all on the standard theme,
fully integrated into the band's

a
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sounds innovative and yet reminiscent of
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The new Apple Siyle Writer.

Which price looks bettff to you.?
---------------

a

Let face it. The more im- It's compact (at just 13"x 5"x 8' it fits easily
pressive your papers and
in the most cramped dorm room). It's quiet (so
N HiM 1)rojects look, the more un- quiet you can pnnt at 3 a m without waking
pact your ideas will have.
up your roommate).
\X'iich is why you might want to know about And it's from Apple, designed to get everything
the new Apple® StyleWriter® printer. It gives you out of a Macintosh® computer that Apple #
crisp, hiser-quality printing for about what you'd built into it. Not just the power to look
expect to pay for a dot matrix printer
your best. The power to be your best

For more information contacL
f.Af
The Bookstore
756-3270
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neUniversityo
Puget Soun(

©1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple. the Apple logo. Macintosh. Style Writer and "The power to be your best' are registered trademarks ofApple Computer. Inc.

recognizable sound. When Michael Stipe
and KRS-1 sing/rap together the
satirically anti-radio "Radio Song," the
result is not so outlandish as you might
expect. Rather, rapping suddenly sounds
right at home in an REM song, and you
get the feeling that it would have fit in
just as well on Murmur as it does here.
The same holds true for Kate Pierson's
backing vocals on songs like "Shiny
Happy People" and "Me in Honey."
Although her voice does add bubbly
enthusiasm to the songs, that enthusiasm
was already to be found in the usual
Stipe/Mills harmonies.
The most notable return to the past
appears in soft, country-sounding tunes
like "Half A World Away" (although the
harpsicord may flout my classification a
bit) and "Country Feedback," songs that
fans of "Don't Go Back to Rockville' are
sure to appreciate.
"Texarkana" and "Near Wild Heaven"
are both up-tempo, sweeping songs that
put you in the mood of driving through
the Georgia countryside in the springtime
with the windows rolled down. And if
that doesn't do it for you, "Radio Song,"
"Shiny Happy People," and "Me in
Honey" are sure to have you drumming
on the steering wheel and looking
ridiculous at intersections.
As a whole, Out of Time seems to
find Stipe in a consistently better mood
than he's been in lately. His moodier
songs, "Losing My Religion" and
"Low," are restrained (and few) enough to
be enjoyable and do not detract from the
upbcatness of the album.
The album's--and REM's--strength
seems to lie in its ability to embody
both innovation and consistency at the
same time. Now that the band is
commercially successful, this strength is
to be particularly appreciated. REM
proves that it can be consistently
innovative in a way that doesn't sacrifice
its own uniqueness. REM challenges
mainstream radio to accept more variety,
while living up to the challenge of not
losing its own sound in the process.
.:. .:. .:. .:. .:. ,:. .:. .:. .:.
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TUITION QUESTIONS
S

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where is our money going?
This is a question most students
have probably asked themselves,
especially around the time of year
when tuition increases are
announced. The Budget Task Force
determines where it is that your
tuition dollars go. In allocating
money, the BTF listens to
presentations from various groups,
prioritizing these requests as well as
the other areas demanding funds.
Then after determining their longterm goals, the BTF decides where
to allocate money depending upon

• wnicn requests

- --
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which work best in working toward
• previously set goals. The Task Force
• wants to be able to do a lot with
their funds, but the funds just do not
1YiI fr, tin if all
After determining where money is
. needed the most, a decision is made
about how much of a tuition increase
. will be needed to pay for the needs
important.
most
. deemed
Unfortunately, all needs cannot be
. met because the increase in tuition
. required to pay for the costs would
be too great.
•
While UPS is fortunate to have a
• large endowment compared to other
schools like PLU and Lewis and
• Clark, these funds are still not
• nearly what they should be.

•

•

•
•
•
•

CAREER
CENTER

ADVISING

What does the Career Advising
Center have to offer?

Janet Maddock, a career advisor,
explained the various resources the
• Career Center provides. She stated
• they offer several self assessment
programs to help discover possible
• career interests, such as SIGI Plus,
• Strong Campbell, and Self-Directed
Search.

•

E
•
•
•

interview perspective employees

S
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Endowment funds are directed to
many areas including covering the
approximately 30% portion of
operating costs not covered by
tuition. Students only pay 70% of
what it actually costs to be here.
Although specific allocations of
money to different areas are not
made publicly available, Herman
Westreich, ASUPS President, stated
that a large sum of money has been
allocated to the library in order to
automate it.
Increased spending has also been
made for fundraising because
through it, the endowment fund can

i..-.
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According to Hickey, thelaundry
machines are a service that should
be paid for according to how much
they are used. People with more
laundry have to pay more to wash
it. It would be unfair to make

e''

students who wash their clothes less
often pay the same amount as those
who are always washing clothes.

The ASUPS Stu
Commitee address
students and trie
through the help
Committee held a
fall. These are yo
what we have disc&

i

Members of the committee
and Barb Forney (co-chair
Murakami, Brandon Huck,
Thomas, Ben Ortnn,

IIU.JaA. YV

and investments, no capital
improvements can be made on
campus because tuition dollars are
not allocated to projects such as new
biiildins
Tuition
dollars are
o --- strictly for operational purposes.
------

Why isn't laundry service included
in tuition costs?
Anyone who has lived in a dorm
(and whose parents do not live in
the near vicinity) has surely faced
the quarter dilemma, 'Does anyone
have change for a dollar?" But of
course, no one else ever has quarters
anyway.
John Hickey, Director of Business
Services, answered this question.
Washington area, as well as
graduate school catalogs. The
Alumni Sharing Knowledge program
gives students the opportunity to ask
alumni from the university what
direction they might want to follow
after graduation. Along with ASK,
there are 700 consultants from a
wide variety of careers that
students may contact. Maddock
stated that of all the available jobs,
only 15% are advertised so these
consultants are an excellent way to
make contacts.
Ron Albertson is also available for

Why are meal plans mandatory for
on-campus residents?
John Hickey explained that all
schools
in order
to keev a consistent
-room and board program offer a
package program to campus
residents, including a meal with
with the housing costs. A main
reason for this is because most of the
housing facilities on campus do not
have cooking facilities. The other
key reason concerns being able to
offer the best food service possible.
For a quality service to be
maintained, a consistent number of
students is necessary or the program
will be ineffective.
Seattle Post-Intelligence or Times
and the Morning News Tribune in
order to provide availability at
times when the SUB is closed.
Because these papers as well as the
New York Times are currently sold
at either the book store or the

fl
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The Union Board denied this
request after various attempts to
accommodate it. The proposal was
turned down because the Union
Board did not want to set a
precedent which could eventually
lead to too many requests for "just
one more thing" to be set up outside.
The Student Concerns Committee's
original intention was to have
machines outside of the SUB for the

. ... S •

S

Information Center, we were not able
to get machines for them because of
the profit loss to both locations.
Christi Maplethorpe, manager of
the Information Center, offered to
set up the machines inside of the
SUB which would at least extend
hours of availability beyond those
of the Information Center. Because
of delivery time conflicts with the
SUB opening hours, this option was
also unfeasible.
To provide variety, Student
Concerns also proposed adding the
Los Angeles Times, the Seattle
Weekly, and USA Today to the list
of currently available newspapers.
These papers would have been
available in vending machines
located outside of the the SUB had
e proposal been accepted.
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FOOD SERVRè
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Food service doesn'
low -fat! low -calorie
Believe it or not,
healthier tha
According to Dic Fr
Food Services, the SI
low-fat options than
mayonnaise, dressin
cheese are "light/lo'
All chicken options at
skinless and are
possible. Chicken is
brown, then it is ba
uses canola oil, the
saturated fat, for all
deep-fried foods.
meat is 80% lean'h
percent is not just fat
filler.
Food Service offe
options whenever po
dishes are often high
the cheese content ad
for protein. Cont$r
that the salad bar
with sulfites and
stated that all veg
salad bar are fresh,
garbanzo and kidne

REGISTRATION
Why were there n
classes?

Associate Dean and Re
Finney answered that
high enrollment resultin,
freshman classes and h
retention, faculty I
stretched thin. W!e
been enough classes to al
to meet degree require
has not been the 'margit
we will have once
enrollment returns to no
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LIBRARY CONCERNS
Can the library extend their hours?
This suggestion was brought to the
attention of Marilyn Mitchell, the
new library director. She stated
that this was an issue that had
never been brought to the library's
attention. The Student Concerns
Committee sent a memo suggesting
that the library open at 7:00 am,
which will be discussed at the
library's next administration
meeting.

There aren't enough new books in
the library.

Pa2e 9

. this
- . .
MItcflell
stated
that
the
acquisition department has been
highly reorganized but that the
results may not be seen for a while.
In the past it has taken books six
months to reach the shelves once
they have entered the library.
Presently the goal is,for two weeks.
Mitchell also suggested that
students go to specific departments
when they wish to order a new book.
Each department, as well as the
library, has been allocated funds for
this purpose.
What is wrong with the
temperature control in the library?
The temperature extremes of the
library are due to an air balancing
pluwelli. ijie
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Droblem and has contacted the
Physical Plant Department. At the
moment it is not in the budget ot
make any changes due to the major
reconstruction it could require to
correct the problem. Hopefully next
year it will be looked into.
The library will be undergoing
other reforms next year, Mitchell
stated. The reference section will be
moved to the back of the first floor
and the current periodicals to the
front. The government document
section will also be changed to the
first floor, in exchange for the books
with the calls numbers HC-HV.
This will allow for the bound
periodicals published before 1960 to
be brought over from Thompson
Hall. The library is also undergoing
full automation.

•
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SECURITY QUESTIONS
are canned. Food Service must post
the sign warning us about sulfites
because the canned beans are the
only vegetables on the salad bar
that contain preservatives.
Fritz stated that the Food Service
really listens to student suggestions
on how to improve meals and
stressed that student concerns are
very important. In addition, Fritz is
offering an Academic Internship to
address low-fat programs. If anyone
has concerns or suggestions, they can
bring them up at the Food and
Safety Committee meetings which
are held on Monday nights.at 4:00 in
SUB 202.
The SUB isn't open late enough.

What can be done about the lack of
parking space for students living off
campus?
Director of Security Services Todd
Badham feels there are enough
parking spaces available but that
the problem lies with the allocation
of the lots. Students need to be
willing to walk a little bit and can't
always expect to get a spot near
their classes. Specifically, Badham
pointed to the abundance of parking
space near the Fieldhouse which is
only a five minute walk from the
academic buildings. There are no
immediate plans to expand parking
lots.

BOOKSTORE COMPLAINTS
The bookstore is not open long
enough.
According to the bookstore
manager, the bookstore sets its hours
on a customer count at certain times
of the day. The lowest customer
counts are early in the morning and
after 3:30 pm. Currently the
bookstore is open from 8:00 am to 4:30
pm Monday through Friday. The
manager said that only increased
business during the early morning
and late afternoon hours could
justify the extension of these hours.
The art supplies are too expensive.

The SUB is currently open from 7:00
am to 8:00 pm on weekdays and from
8:30 am to 7:00 pm on weekends.
Fritz said he would like to see a
small version of the SUB open late,
but right now the SUB is too big to
operate during late hours. Currently
a minimum staff of seven or eight is
required to operate during slow
hours. Long-term plans for food
service would like to include a
smaller area where food can be
purchased using meal points.

Can't the Security escorts respond
to their calls more quickly?
Todd Badham explained that
escorts are an important aspect of
security's services but they must
prioritize in case an emergency
arises. Sometimes it is just
physically impossible for security
guards to get there as soon as
possible. However, if a student feels
they are in imminent danger of being
harmed, they are advised to call
the distress number x3311 for prompt
assistance.

COMPUTER LAB QUERIES
Why couldn't students get the
professors they need or want?
Again Finney addressed this
question with basically the same
response. "While there have been
enough sections of classes to meet
students' degree needs,' stated
Finney, "we have been unable to
clone our best professors. Once
enrollment returns to normal, a
larger proportion of students will
have access to their first-choice
classes."

Could the computer lab hours be
extended, especially on Fridays?
Currently the McIntyre computer
room is open 86 hours per week and
the Howarth Lab for 79 hours. The
University feels these two labs offer
sufficient hours to meet the needs of
the students' various schedules. In
addition, it is required that the labs
are supervised by a student
consultant or advisor at all times.
Therefore, it is unreasonable to

According to Angie Clark, the clerk
who order the art supplies for the
bookstore, none of the art supplies
are sold over the suggested retail
price. Clark said that the bookstore
is required to order exactly what the
professors want and is too small of a
business to buy supplies in bulk. Our
suggestion: talk to your professors
about reducing some of the costs or
shop at an art supply store that buys
in bulk.

S
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expect the labs to stay open past the
Friday 5:00 pm closing time.
However, some consultants may be
willing to stay longer if asked.

S
S
S
S

How come the lab consultants can't
answer any questions?
The lab consultants, like you, are
students. They are only required to
have a working knowledge of
computers and basic programming
skills. This does not guarantee they
have encountered the broad variety
of programs, systems and functions
which students may present to them.
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Remember
the Holocaust

1

On the edge
By Ray Kahier
Staff Writer
Next weekend the campus will be
overrun by scholars and experts from
around the country. They are gathering
here to read papers and discuss various
issues of the avant-garde artist at a
conference organized by the Foreign
Language Department entitled
"Metamorphoses of the avant-garde artist
and author, 1908-1939: social roles and
cultural consequences" during the
weekend of April 19-21.
The theme of the conference is the
changing self-understanding of the avantgarde artist. The avant-garde style of art
is characterized by fragmentation, as
opposed to the traditional, self-contained
traditional work of art. Scholars attending
the conference will take a fresh look at
the history of the social roles of the
avant-garde, its literature and art, as well
as ... its manifestoes, correspondence,
diaries, and other instrumental
explanatory, interpretive texts.
The conference comes at the end of
Foreign Language Week and is being
organized by the Foreign Language
Department. The co-organizers of the
event include Kent Hooper, UPS German
professor, Rainier Rumold, professor of
German and Humanities from
Northwestern University and a guest
Chism professor last semester at the
University of Puget Sound, and two art
historians who are experts in their fields
from the University of Iowa.
The conference is a new event for the
Foreign Language Department, and will
be a learning experience for both scholars
and students on campus.
"This the first time anything like this
has happened in the humanities,"
explained Hooper. "This is what what
professors do who are engaged in
research. Students at UPS don't often
have the opportunity to see what
professors do outside of teaching, and
this gives them a chance to see what a
scholarly paper is about."

By Kara Bailey
low
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This is a woodcut entitled "Erhobener Kopf' (1917) by modernist Holzschnitt.
The funding for the conference was
27 speakers and moderators from all
over the United States and Canada will
read papers and facilitate discussions
about literature, art and music. According
to Hooper, almost all of the speakers
have international reputations as
scholars. Speakers will read their papers
and then discuss them with experts in
attendance. The papers will then be
rewritten and published as a book,
according to Hooper.
"It gives us an opportunity to meet
scholars from the country," said Hooper.
"We have a good mix of people. We
strove for diversity; we invited people we
know don't agree." In addition to
university professors, there will also be
speakers from museums. A few
professors from UPS will speak at the
conference, including Michel Rocchi,
Robert Garratt, and Geoffrey Block.

THE
PIZZA ANSWER
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National Endowment for the Humanities.
Richard Bangs Collier, a Tacoma resident
and Puget Sound benefactor also
contributed several thousand dollars and
the university provided seed money
Chism fund.

Guest Contributor
Fifty years ago, the Jewish people
experienced the annihilation of one-third
of their race as the rest of the world stood
by. The United States Holocaust
Memorial Council, established in 1980,
has designated Thursday, April 1 1 as
Holocaust Remembrance Day. This date
is recognized internationally and
corresponds to the date on the Hebrew
calendar Israel recognizes as a
commemmoration for the victims of the
Holocaust.
Herman Westreich, president of the
Jewish Student Organization and ASIJPS
president, stated that the purpose of the
day is "crucial, so we don't forget." he
went on to say "People can't forget, or it
will happen again."
A statement from the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Council states "Holocaust
Remembrance Day is a day that has been
set aside for remembering the victims of
the Holocaust, and for reminding
Americans of what can happen to
civilized people when bigotry, haired and
indifference reign. The day's principle
message is that another Holocaust must
never be allowed to happen."
Westreich mentioned that in Israel the
somber day is known by its Hebrew
name, Yom Hashoah. Israel observes
the remembrance by shutting down
entirely for a moment of silence.
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A LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA
$5,55 PLUS POP
A SMALL 1 ITEM PIZZA

$4.99

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
OPEN UNTIL 1:00 A. M.
NOT 0001) WifH OThER OFFERS
PLUS SALES TAX

GOOD AT PAR1TUPATING LOCATIONS
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Tennis keeps on truckin'

n

Rallies to victory
Puget Sound
Information

Sports

The Puget Sound Logger women's
tennis team had met up with the Ducks
of Oregon earlier this season dropping a
0-9 contest. The Loggers rebounded last
week against the Ducks. Although they
didn't win, they improved dramatically
with a 3-6 decision. The highlight was
Lisa Wong's victory at the number ones
singles position by a 6-2, 7-5 margin.
Wong has done very well at the
number one slot this season and
continued her successful ways against
Lewis Clark State last Friday winning 62, 7-5. The Logger women went on to
down Lewis and Clark by a 9-0 advantage
earning their 10th win of the season and
improving to 10-3 overall.
The Logger men had just a single

I

match this week stumbling to Lewis and
Clark State by a 4-5 margin. The
Loggers won at number five singles with
Jeff Wiltse and at number six with Adam
Childers while Wilcox and Vernon won
at number one doubles, and Wright and
Wiltse earned the number three doubles
victory. The Logger men are now 9-2 on
the year, the best start ever for a Puget
Sound men's tennis team.
The Logger tennis schedule continues
this week with the agenda including a
men's match at Seattle Pacific on
Thursday while the Logger women take
on the University of Washington in
Seattle. On Sunday the women will host
Whitman College in a critical District 1
match at the Pavilior. The Logger men
travel to Linfield College on Saturday for
action.

Loggers have spiri-,
m
2.

I
0.

Number one tennis player Brent Wilcox returns this volley in the tennis pavilion

40
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"yes they do"

By Bruno Zalubil
Contributing Editor
Baseball season is in full swing and
the Loggers are looking to make an
impact in their division. After a recent
trip to Idaho, where the Loggers won
four games, the team's overall record
moves to 10-4.
Once again, the pitching came
through. In the first game, against the
College of Idaho, J.C. Rice took the 4-2
win to improve his record to 1-1 on the
year. The other part of the tandem in head
coach Brad Cheney's starting rotation,
Kris Kostohris, took the mound for the
second game and also won. His final was
6-2, and his cummulative record for the
season changed to 3-2. After these
games, Rice has a 2.36 ERA and
Kostohris has a 2.79, both outstanding
and somewhat surprising statistics
because each player has pitched over 26
innings.
In this second game, senior outfielder
Mike Follett and catcher Mark Malnar
both accumulated two hits. Follett added
two RBIs. Scott Roberts also displayed
his batting power with a pinch hit
homerun.
The next day, the Loggers took on
Northwest Nazarene College for another
doubleheader, and pitchers again proved
their dominance.
Junior pitcher Scott Smith earned his
second victory of the year with the first
game's score ending at 9-6. He is now 30 with one save.
This first game also sparked another
excellent performance from Ted Kruse,
which earned him Co-Athlete of the
Week honors. He was 3-4 with 2 RBIs
and a homerun. For the year now, Kruse
leads the team in batting average (.345),
total bases (36), hits (19), RBIs (18), and
homeruns (5). He is tied for the team lead

in singles (13) and triples (1).
Pat Poyner, Scott Roberts, and Den
Ortman each had two hits. Ortman a so
had three RBIs.
Pitcher Rick Sidhu won the I ial
game of the Idaho tour 12-2. Siehu
brought his record up to 2-0 and his E.A
remains a very low 2.57. Kruse add
his weekend totals with two hits, '
Poyner added two RBIs and Chr
n
McDonald went 2-4 with another 2
s.
Senior outfielder Mike Follet als
d
a good game. He went 2-3, and dr
n
3 runs. Over the year, he has am
d
many such games, because he is s
id
or tied for second on the team in a
- if
offensive categories including, b
g
average (.333), singles (12), hits
homeruns (2), and total bases (28
leads the team in doubles (with Poyi at
four), and he has 15 runs and 6
n
bases. His three strikeouts also po
to
the fact that he is a very refined hitte
These statistics may have contrib d
to the 12-4 overall record, but peri - ps
none of these mean anything unless he
Loggers continue to play as they h. - ye
been. The rest of the games that Puget
Sound has are mainly against District
teams and it is only the record that a
team accumulates in District play that
enables them to go onto the NAIA
District I Tournament. In the next
weeks, the Loggers will play PLU tw ce,
Central Washington three times, - rid
Whitman one more time, among
cr
district teams.
This Saturday, the Loggers will
st
a doubleheader with district rival W er
Pacific College at noon. Then, in a
conference game, the baseball team will
host the University of Washington
3
p. m. on April 17, a game that Piget
Sound has been traditionally very strong
in.

It's here! beautiful, beautiful

Trackster wind.c up with discus, prepa ring for a big release in she April 13 (ri-meet
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Athlete of the week

Rain pompoms
track results,
but they're
g-o-o-d

Duo climbs the top of the pyramid
By Eric D. Williams

during the summer, playing in a tough
league and beating some Division 1
teams, like the University of
Washington, to make it to the National
tournament in Wichita, Kansas. And
that confidence has carried over to this
season.
"We don't have to rely on one
individual to make the big hit," Kruse
said. "Everybody is capable of making
the key play. And that takes the pressure
off other players on the team."
The Loggers have begun to peak at the
right time as they begin league play.

Sports Editor
A pair of Loggers athletes turned in
outstanding performances over the
weekend. Senior slugger Tod Kruse and
women's tennis number one singles'
player Lisa Wong earned this week's
Athlete of the Week honors.
Kruse was on fire at the plate, going
7-15 with 2 homeruns and 4 RBI's over
the weekend as the men's baseball team
won four games in Idaho.
"I've been hitting well all year," Kruse
said about his hot bat. "I started out the
season flitting a nomerun.
The outfielder from Oregon leads the
team in batting average (.345), hits,
homeruns, and RBIs. These statistics
have established Kruse as a leader for the
Loggers. And the players have followed
suit, extending their record to 10-4 this
season.
Puget Sound learned how to win

IL
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Kruse warms up his cannon at a Logger
home games at Burn c Field.

.

By Eric D. Williams

"Everybody
is
1
capable of making
the key play"

C)

'S

Indeed, this is a team capable of winning
the division an advancing on into post
season play.
"We can make the playoffs." Kruse
said. "Our team is coming together at the
right time. Central and Whitworth will
be our toughest challenges."
Wong Woos 'em - Tennis players
in the Northwest are taking heed of Lisa
Wong. The freshman transfer from the
University of San Diego avenged and
earlier loss to the University of Oregon
by defeating their number one singles
player 6-2, 7-5 last week. Wong also
beat the Lewis and Clark State College's
number one player 6-2, 7-5.
Wong came from the sunny weather of
the University of San Diego, where she
was five minutes away from the beach,
to the dreary Northwest weather of the
University of Puget Sound. But it was

0 Sports Editor
Twenty nine teams converged on
'Ig)
Bellingham's Civic Stadium last
a.
Saturday, April 6, to compete in the
annual Western Washington Invitational.
Wong has been the drivingforcefor the
Adverse weather conditions again made it
women's tennis team.
tough for the Loggers to record their best
times.
not much of an adjustment for Wong.
"There was some stiff competition at
She is originally from Lake Oswego,
Western this week," Peyton said. "It was
Oregon.
a good meet, but the weather was
The Loggers suffered a 0-9 defeat at the
horrible."
hands of the University of Oregon down
Senior Randy Swilley braved the
in Eugene. However, last week the
freezing rain to place third in the shotput
Loggers gave Oregon a battle, and Wong
(50-7 1/2) and fifth in the hammer throw
was the leader the pack, beating Oregon's
(156-5). Other top performers for the
number one single's player.
men included Matt Mandrones with a
"Down in Eugene we were tired from
sixth place finish in the 800 (1:54.8), the
4 x 400 relay (Rogelstad, Bellinger,
Mandrones, Chaumell) finished a close
second with 3:21.9 and the 4 xlOO relay
(Garrad, Chaumell, Rogelstad, Bellinger)
took third place with a time of 51.2.
Rachel Squillace led the way for the
women with a first place toss in the
discuss (128-2) and later took sixth in the
travelling and not used to playing
shot put. In addition, senior Tami Norris
outdoors in the cold," Wong said. "It
placed
second in the triple jump (34-4)
was nice to get a chance to play them at
and
Kirsten
Braithwaite ran the 400 meter
home, indoors."
hurdles
in
68.7
for third place honors.
Wong has been playing on the hard
Puget
Sound
is now gearing up for the
courts since sixth grade, and along with a
Pacific
Lutheran
quadrangular, where they
strong baseline game, Wong structures
hope
to
post
their
highest marks yet of
her game around her strength: quickness.
the season.
Wong and the rest of the Loggers are
We only have three people that have
looking forward to districts and
qualified for nationals, "Peyton said.
qualifying for a chance to compete for a
"But maybe we can do it at home."
national title.

fl
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"It was nice to get
a chance to play
them at home,
indoors"
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Football cheer tryouts! An informational meeting
will be held on April 17 at 4:00 p. m. in room
two of the fieldhouse. Cheer tryouts are April 24
at 7:00 in the main gym. Females: five spots are
available with two alternate spots. Males who
are interesed are invited to attend tryouts. Any
questions contact Anne Pamplin or Hillary
Marshall at x4275.
Z)LUUU11L6
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Bz,

(formerly Swensen's)

i 1620 So. Mildred 565-8336

When it's time to
pack up and go home
We can
help!

5471 Steilacoorn Blvd., SW,

584-7464
1989 The Packa'rg Store, Inc

COUPON

. a

0

Getting your stuff home doesn't have to be a
hassle. We'll pack and ship it all home for you.
From bicycles to computers—shipping small
loads is our specialty. Or pack it yourself.
We offer a complete line of professional
packaging supplies—from filler and tape to
just the right size boxes. Call us now and
your stuff will be home before you ar&
• Custom crating and packing
• Shipping from 1 to 1,000 pounds—including
overnight delivery.
• Insurance to $50,000
• Pick-up service
• Packaging supplies—boxes, tape, foam

BILL & GWEN YOUNG
Tacoma, WA 98499

Buy one burger
plate at regular
price - get the
second one

!c 1ng
-

Packing and shipping and a whole lot more

FREE
Exp. 6-1-91
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Editorial

Seahawks, lies and videotape
Truly men hate the truth: they'd [rather] meet a tiger in the road.

Robinson Jeffers
Ever wonder why politicians, television, and Seattle professional sports teams
aren't getting any better, despite our cries for honesty and quality? It's because we're
not as eager to get at the truth as our outraged demands might make us out to be.
Otherwise, why would material of the Enquirer genre continue to experience high
sales rates, why should the blatantly unreal stars of the TV soaps draw a faithful daily
horde, why would we close our eyes to the half-truths fed to us by administrative
wonder-crats? Whatever we may say about our quest for truth, our actions make liars
out of us (Not the facts, ma'am, anything but the facts). And we tacitly pledge
ourselves to mediocrity by consuming it, no matter how much we complain about
consuming it.
Now, we understand that truth these days can be mighty grim, and realize that
thinking hard about world problems can be enough to send a person first into
hysterics, then catatonia. No one can respond fully to every crisis that occursaching for each and every one of the beings impacted by a tragedy—and still have a
sane life of his or her own. So escapism isn't all bad. Nevertheless, complete
escapism is definitely not the answer.
For instance, people argue that they need down-time in front of the tube when they
do not need to think at all, when they can be numb to and unconscious of the world.
They believe that if they go into the experience knowing it is a load of malarkey, it's
all right—they won't be corrupted. But these are the same people who compulsively
tape Days ofour Lives when they must miss episodes due to class. The scary thing
about TV is that it begins to eat up all of our time, and infiltrates our consciousness
when we're not looking. The same applies to Walkmans and other escapist
technology, for these teach us to isolate ourselves in little worlds, they make us
think we do not have to interact with others. We think somehow we are making
political statements this way, we believe we are in touch with the actual events of
the world in an objective sort of way. Yet when we seal off like this, we prove
ourselves defenders of the truth, the partial truth, and nothing but the only-slightlyaltered truth.
We can benefit from the catharsis we get in any thriller flick at the Bijou, but we
have to watch out for the belief that watching the 11 o'clock news gives us a clear
picture of the world, and that L.A. Law tells us all we need to know about problems
and conflicts in the legal system. They are good for getting issues into the open, but
they are not enough to call truth.
What we need to do is admit that in this world, we operate in shades of gray.
Reality, if defined as lived experience, is not the same thing as truth, which is an
ideal. Thus, the danger is not in having biases, but in having biases while pretending
we do not.
Fact is, we do have afew choices. Fact is, if we don't find the time to keep our
politicians responsible, no one else will. Fact is, the Seahawks aren't ever going to
hear the advice and abuse we shout at them via our TVs. Fact is, quality is
expensive, and K-Mart is convenient. Fact is, that whatever we say, we spend a lot of
time drinking, a lot of time "vegetating," a lot of time letting our base senses be
stimulated so that our synapses don't have to be firing to make connections we'd
rather not see. We need to acknowledge that this is happening, and periodically check
to be sure that we are balanced somewhere between the extremes.
The point is this—there are many things we can do something about if we really
want to ... but maybe we don't want to. And heck, maybe that's all right.
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*What do you mean you've
never tasted raw water
buffalo?

11 The Last Word
My collegiate experience: 'zythum' to 'a'
By Paul Weigel
Guest Contributor
Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary has a last word: "zythum." It's a

malt beverage brewed by the ancient Egyptians. Here in the Great Northwest, we may
refer to it as Regal Select.
Personally, I don't like "last words." There is such a negative connotation to the
phrase. Therefore, my last words form a new beginning.
I woke up one day and realized I was a senior in college. God, it's hard to believe that
four years flew by overnight. They said something about this being an "Education for a
lifetime," didn't they? It's been that and more.
I thought about all of the difficult things I've had to deal with in the past four years
and wondered if it has all been worth it (Hasn't everybody done this in the past week or
so?). Well, I, for one, am glad that I made the decision to attend school here in Tacoma.
Sure, I'd change a few things: I'd get out of the right side of bed every morning, and I'd
read "Calvin and Hobbes" each day.
On the whole, I'd pretty much leave things as I've made them to be. I'll walk away
on May 18th with my diploma, fond memories of Katie Downs, hour long talks in
Admission, graduate school applications, and every serious or heart-felt conversation
I've had with my true friends here.
I'll raise a toast to the core requirement, administration, ASUPS, Homecoming
Royalty Committee, my first write-up, my first sloppy mash, alcohol poisoning,
walking into a final an hour late, "wiggle-Weigel," 1965 Oldsmobiles, flying,
STRESS, snow, Sparky the Wonderdog, Bill Haltom as Santa, midnight trips to
Yakima (because it's there!), suntans, wool socks, Otis Day, the Crazy 8s, Bo, trash
bags on the color post for condom week, soap suds in Jones fountain, an icy day in
Cleveland, smoke filled rooms, Kansas in '88, watching the Seattle Marathon,
Schmidt, the ruby couch, the SUB "bored" room, Fulghum, Major League, Denny's,
Illusions, Ocean Shores, and midnight walks in the rain. Oh yeah, somewhere along
the line I also went to classes and lectures too.
You see, I decided that college (and life) is what you make it to be, not what life
deals you. Bitching and whining doesn't cut it in the real world. Action does. If you
really want something, direct your life around the difficulties and strive to get what you
want. Part of life is dealing with the shit you're handed and never giving up.
So, here we are at a crossroads of our life. I'll take everything I learned at U.P.S. and
use it as I go on in life. After all, I've got lots of wonderful years ahead of me.
This is only the beginning. My last word?
A.

Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students ofihe (Yniversity ofPuget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views ofthe Associated Students, the
University, or its Board ofTrw,tees. StaffEditorials (wasigned editorials) are the opinion of a
majority of the core staff. Guest opinions are printed at the discretion of the Editor. The Trail
'eserves the right not to print fetters over three hundred words, and to edit any letters printed. All
etters must have a signature and a phone number and are due by Tuesday at 5p.m. Anonymous
letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and other correspondence may
by addressed to: The Trail, University of Puget Sound, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416.
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"Patriotic lump"
hard to swallow
I was offended by J.J. Coiquhoun's
editorial in the April 4 Trail. Let me tell
you why:
First of all, I am offended by
pretentious, self-important ...kI writing,
which 'Clearing the patriotic lump in the
throat" was a prime example ("Our
nation now wallows in a resurgence of
tribal caveman patriotism").
I was offended by the blurring of
opinion and fiction on the editorial page.
Readers may have thought that the author
was actually a soldier returning from the
Gulf, since thaCs what he tells us. If Mr.
Colquhoun wishes to write a fiction
piece in the character Of a dying soldier,
let him do so on the Arts &
Entertainment page.
I am offended that the author appears to
denigrate the importance of freedom. If
freedom is not worth dying for, what is?
I am offended that the author blames
the United States for the problems of the
Middle East, China, Russia, South
Africa, Latin America, and Canada. Mr.
Colquhoun, there are many problems that
the United States is not solely
responsible for; in fact, there are some
that are not our fault at all!
I am offended by the author's guilt
towards being an American. Is America
always wrong, other countries always
right? The grass is always greener on the
other side of the fence (maybe I should
translate that moral into Latin, so my
readers would be impressed by my
sophistication, even though they might
not understand it).
Lastly, I think what offended me most
was that the article was just in bad taste.
It was the worst cheap-shot, emotionwringing ("cough") piece of journalism
("is it becoming harder to breathe?") that
I have yet seen in the Trail, and that's
saying a lot. Oh, the "wracking pains
somewhere in my ascending colon." I
fear I can't go on.

Participation Survey

I
I

Are you male or female?

LI Sr.

I

[ Sciences (Natural or Physical)
fl Business
Other (Specify)

II]
LI

[I]

Since apathetic people presumably would not respond to an
"apathy survey," those individuals that are involved on campus
must be relied upon for information regarding the ambivalent
rest. What organizations are you involved in?
LI religious organization
LI social help (ABE, SCNV, etc.)
pre-professional (pre-law, AKPsi, etc.)
LI ASUPS
student media (Tamanawas, KIJPS, etc.)
honorary organizations (Phi Kappa Psi, etc.)
Greek social organization
Other (Specify)
None
LI

LI
LI
LI
LI

The holocaust:
"never again"
By Kara Bailey
Guest Contributor

April 1 ith is Remembrance Day, a
day designated for the memory of the
many millions who died in
Holocaust. I do not feel that it is
enough that we just remember the
holocaust but each of us needs to
examine and expose a racism that is
fundamental to western history. It is
very easy to catogorize the holocaust
as simply a unique event in history.
Steve Kauffmar To do this elevates Hitler and his
P.S. J.J., I caught your Wilfred Ower followers to be pushed outside of
reference (Norton's English Lit., vol. 2 reality. As soon as we believe that the
p. 1912), but I'm AM not impressed.
holocause was just a bad memory we
open the gates that allow racism to
run rampant.
It is all too easy to refuse to look at
the atrocity of over six million people
put to death. There are professors to
please, tuition bills to pay for as well
as many problems that demand our
attention. This is a tough issue.
The Jewish holocaust concerns not
only Jews but Christians as well. It is
challenging to Christians to explore
its involvement or lack of. Many
churches chose self-preservation over
helping "thy neighbor." The
l holocaust was in a sense an explosion
of hate that had built over one
Peter Rogers (left) and Cohn Stuart
thousand years of Christian antitook the grand prize at this year's
Semitism.
Foolish Pleasures. In so doing, they
This day of remembering is
made several demands of the Trail. In
important to everyone because it
response, we wish to offer the followhelps remind us that another
ing statement: if the moral
holocaust is within the realm of
disimperatives stipulated are not
reality, and it is up to us to prevent it
recognized by both parties, the Trail
from becoming reality. When you
will be forced not to ignore statements
walk to class or are stuck at a red
made about same, unless both Stuart
light
you could take a moment to
and Rogers accede to the request of
remember
both the dead and the
disavowing their refusal. This statenmt
living,
to
never
forget.
is, of course, null and void should said
*
(Special
thanks
to Ann Neel for her
properties be relinquished.
invaluable help with this article.)

Female

If so, why do you believe this is?
Lack of campus organizations
Lack of ASUPS interaction with student body
Students overburdened by schoolwork
Not enough publicity of events on campus
LI Events publicized not worth attending
LI Events publicized too expensive
LI Other (Specify)_______________________

LiNever

I
I
I
I
.1

Male

10 YOU believe that the campus is apathetic? Y/N

I How often do you read the Trail?
III Religiously
LI I usually pick up a copy
I
LI Whenlfeellikeit
I
I

I

The Puget Sound Trail

I What class are you?
I
LI Fr. L So. L1j.
I
I What is your major?
El Humanities
I
II
Social Science
I
I

Page 15

Surveys will be tabulated by the editorial
staff of the Trail, and are due no later than
5:00 p.m. Tues. April 16. Any additional
comments or criticism would be appreciated. The Trail reserves the right to delay
publication of survey results or disqualify
inappropriate responses. The Trail is a
publication of the Associated Students of
Puget Sound. Surveys may be remitted to
the Trail's "letters to the Editor" box.

Contributing Editor
I am a history major, so naturally I
dreamt that I was a trout last week.
It was a very tense dream linked with
the fact that I waited until the last minute
to choose my major. I waited because I
didn't want to stifle my liberal education
by imposing a premature and restrictive
set of academic regulations on it. I also
didn't get around to it.
In my dream I am in a big, giant,
huge, immense, jumbo, tremendous
room with French windows and a view of
the Grand Canyon. The problem, of
course, is that I am a trout and my tank
is about the size of a glove compartment.
A leaky glove compartment. The worst
part is that my academic advisor is there

"How can I avoid
eating uncooked,
chubby, aquatic
waterfowl?"
grasping a sizzling trout-pan with the aid
of next year's class schedule as a hot-mit.
I am a trout with a formidable case of
angst.
This dream would have been pleasantly
forgotton if my advisor hadn't been
eating lunch during our scheduling
meeting. He was devouring a cluster of
microwave fishsticks.
HIM: So, (munch, munch) we've got
to find you a major.
ME: What aie my options?
HIM: You could into pre-organo-biometaphysics or pre-computer-med-law or

I
I
I

I
I
i

I
I

I
I

j

Major trout angst
By Jason Saffir

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

pre-predicate-nominative-ptimpefect.
underwater-synchmnized-donutjesign.
But these all assume summer school and
37 years ofpre-graduate work.
ME: Got anything that takes less
time?
HIM: Well there is an eight-year
program, but you would have to live in
Antarctica and eat raw penguins.
ME: How can I avoid eating uncooked,
chubby, aquatic waterfowl?
RIM: There's history.
ME: Fine, but let's not plan my whole
life out right now, O.K?
HIM: Right. I know what you mean.
Don't worry. I'll just need to know what
classes you have taken, where you wish
to spend the rest of your life, with whom
you will be living and how many pets
and/or children you plan on. Oh, here's
some information on retirement
communities, I can even make you a
reservation. (munch, smack, slurp)
Everything worked out fine. I'm going
to be a history major. I'm going to live
in Rhode Island. I'm going to have a
lifetime companion and a daughter and a
dog named Rupert.
The Brochure says that my old-age
home is very nice. It's got lots of French
window and a view of the Grand Canyon.
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& UPS CULTURAL EVENTS WELCOMES
TWO TIME GRAMMY AWARD WINNERS

F

Rhythmic Music Energy-A Stinging Style Of Jazz.

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

MICHAEL POWERS
UNIVERSITY OF PUG El SOUND FIELDHOUSE
TACOMA, WASHINGTON

Tickets available at all TicketMaster outlets, the UPS !nformation Center, and
at the door. $11 General Admission/$5wfth UPS ID.
For information or charge-by-phone call 756-3419.

